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What are the socio-cultural parameters
for women education at India’s ‘only
women’s university’?
The appreciation for social and cultural

milieu is deeply embedded in the University’s
curriculum itself. Being an ‘exclusively
women’s university’ makes it a safe and secure
place for young girls to pursue quality educa-
tion. When the world is still trying to correct
gender biases, Mody University provides an
environment that empowers women to become
global citizens.The University’s alumnae are
adding value to the social, cultural and eco-
nomic milieu of India and the rest of the world. 

State five reasons why a woman should
prefer MODY University to pursue her edu-
cation.
To give global opportunities to its women

students, Mody University has collaborated
with more than 20 international renowned for-
eign universities - Universite de Nantes
(France); Ecole Des Mines de Nantes,
(France); Stony Brook University (USA);
University of Missouri (USA); University of
North Texas (USA); and Florida International
University (USA), to name just a few. Many
students are regularly selected for paid intern-
ships and research fellowships by noted foreign
institutes
The University consistently explores new

avenues in the field of education. It is one of the
very few universities in India to offer new age
courses like Nuclear Science & Technology,
Nanotechnology & Digital Robotics, Fashion
Design, Interior Design, Forensic Science &
Biomedical Engineering.
Innovation and advancement is the core of

the University. Each year hundreds of research
papers, articles and many books are written and
published by the eminent faculty of the
University. Some of our bright students also
publish articles and papers in reputed journals

under the guidance of the faculty.
The University has an excellent year-after-

year 100%placement record. Top recruiters
visit the University for hiring the students. The
Highest Package to date stands at 18 Lakhs. 
The University offers a unique 13:1 student-

faculty ratio, which is an aspirational number to
achieve even in the West.  

On-campus life at Mody University is full
of extra- curricular activities & socio-cultur-
al events. Does this increase the perform-
ance of your students?
Mody University encourages its young

women students to develop holistically. The
University prepares its students to become self-
reliant by encouraging them to be creative,
articulate, and responsible.
The University comprises of 6 constituent

Colleges offering UG & PG programs in
Engineering and Technology, Architecture and
Design, Business Management, Economics and
Commerce, Law and Governance, Fashion
Design and Merchandising, and Arts, Science

and Humanities as well as the distinguished
residential Mody School. Each academic year
is infused with an energetic interplay of extra-
curricular activities.
Through its boundless academic, creative,

sporting and socio cultural endeavors, the
University encourages the students to discover
and polish their talents. These extra-curricular
activities strengthen in them the virtues of
responsibility, perseverance, team-work and
most importantly, gratitude.

What are the problems and prospects for
women education in India?
Women Empowerment is a global issue and

a challenge. Education is a milestone of women
empowerment because it enables them to
respondto challenges, and to change their lives.
Within the framework of a democratic polity,
our laws, development policies, plans and pro-
grams have aimed at women’s advancement in

difference spheres. 
Mody University of Science and Technology

(MUST), Lakshmangarh has determinedly
revealed itself to the world as an eminent leader
of repute in higher education, through consis-
tent commitment to excellence, empowering
women to become cosmopolitan professionals,
well versed in global workplace practices and
modern technology, possessing social and envi-
ronmental sensitivity required to make a con-
scious contribution to the society.

What is your take on‘skill development’
within the campus?
Apart from quality academic delivery, there

is also a seamless conduit between the Industry
and the University through the CDC (Career
Development Center) that consistently super-
vises the Industry-readiness of the students by
constant monitoring of their skill development,
leading to premium recruitments. CDC also
aims at overhauling the ‘skill eco-system’ of
the Asian region by fixing the three Esof
Education, Employment & Entrepreneurship,
through Learning & Development initiatives.
Several Innovation Centers and sponsored

laboratories have been set up in collaboration
with top-notch companies like, Accenture,
Microsoft and IBM.
Noted professionals from diverse fields visit

the campus throughout the year to interact with
the students and share their industry experi-
ences.
International Internships are offered to

deserving and interested students. 
Various Industry interface programs, online

education programs and webinars are embed-
ded into the academic curriculum.

Mody University empowers
women to become global citizens
The University has an excellent year-after-year 100%placement record. Top recruiters visit the University for hiring the
students. The Highest Package to date stands at 18 Lakhs. It is one of the very few universities in India to offer new age
courses like Nuclear Science & Technology, Nanotechnology & Digital Robotics, Fashion Design, Interior Design,
Forensic Science & Biomedical Engineering shares Prof. Suresh Advani, President, MODY University, Lakshmangarh
Rajasthan with the correspondent of “The Education Post”.
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